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A family shattered:  

Loss of Clare

On 1 August 1998, family tragedy struck; John’s and Cecily’s lives were 
never the same again. Clare suffered acute abdominal pain and was 
hospitalised. On 10 August she was diagnosed with widespread cancer; 
it was possible that it was ovarian cancer in origin, but we will never know. 
It was too late to treat her. She declined rapidly, stoically staying alert to 
arrange her affairs and to say goodbye to her three children and other 
relatives and friends. She died in hospital 12 days after being admitted, on 
23 August 1998. Her sudden illness and death shattered us. The tragedy 
had a uniting effect on the family, but the loss of a child is one that no 
parent should have to go through. We watched this brave being, our sister, 
adjust rapidly to her unexpected fate. She made a list of friends and past 
loves to whom she particularly wanted to say goodbye. They came from 
near and far. The hospital waiting room had no less than three or more 
bodies sleeping overnight those 12 days, to keep a watch over her and 
be there.

It affected Cecily badly. Her relationship with Clare was complex. Clare 
did not spare Cecily her conviction that Cecily’s nurturing of her as 
a baby contributed to Clare’s emotional difficulties into her adulthood. 
She unwittingly hurt Cecily by ‘dumping’ this on her over many years. 
In hindsight, Clare’s illness might have contributed to her anger and to 
some irrational behaviour we observed. Cecily, forever the counsellor, had 
responded as a counsellor would – at arms’ length – allowing Clare to 
believe that Cecily could take criticism in her stride. But Cecily found 
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Clare’s intensity of feeling confronting. Cecily talked with Clare when 
and whenever Clare wanted to talk, pushing down her own hurt, in order 
to help Clare, but Cecily felt that she had failed as Clare’s mother.

Clare and I often argued and we had a troubled sisterly relationship. 
For me, the love and appreciation she exuded when I had time alone with 
her at the hospital warmed my heart. I knew we had always loved each 
other and, in a way, our emotional closeness as siblings got in the way of 
a friendship as adults. As children, despite the age differences, Clare and 
I were closer playmates and confidantes than were Clare and Meredith 
or Meredith and me. When it mattered, we were close again, for which 
I am grateful.

In April that year, Clare had ended her relationship with her partner 
Geoff, who she had been living with in Canberra, and he returned to his 
home state of Queensland before Clare fell acutely ill. Clare worked very 
hard in the months May to August as an employment equity consultant 
and undertook major gender equity projects with various organisations 
as required by them. Her most significant was Women in the Australian 
Defence Force. She held interviews with senior managers, staff and 
women with grievances, and collated massive amounts of material for the 
reports she wrote in order to examine the cultural, social and institutional 
barriers to the merit-based progression of women in their careers.

She was about to board a flight to New Zealand to embark on work for 
its defence forces when the onset of severe pain caused her to cancel her 
arrangements. After she was first admitted to hospital, her pain eased 
and she was discharged with a misdiagnosis of twisted colon. Our close 
family friend Doug Cocks lived nearby and visited her twice daily. Late 
one night, she telephoned him, in pain and frightened. He drove straight 
around to see her and she told him she thought she was going to die. 
The next morning Meredith joined them to discuss what should be done. 
I came in from my farm to talk with her. Having recovered from my poor 
cancer prognosis, I had become expert in navigating the medical maze. 
I will never forget the gist of our conversation. Clare was convinced that 
she had cancer. I assured her, with words to the effect of, ‘No, Clare, your 
pain is too acute. Pain of that severity would only happen at the very last 
stages of cancer, not at this time, before any diagnosis.’ How right and 
wrong I was. She was readmitted to hospital thin, in pain and unhappy. 
By 13 August it was realised that the cancer was well-advanced and she 
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had possibly only months to live. Doug rang Meredith from the hospital 
too distressed to be coherent. Meredith went to the hospital and was 
greeted by Clare with, ‘We never did know who would be the first to go.’

Before Meredith could adjust to the news or telephone us, Clare discussed 
with her how she could recover money owed to her for her consulting work 
that she wanted her children to have. Meredith phoned us and, later that 
day, we all, including Cecily, John and Betty and one of Clare’s children, 
Kate (Charlie) who then lived in Canberra, gathered at the hospital.

Clare’s spirits lifted to a degree; she finally had a diagnosis and was under 
competent medical care. She had insufficient time to face the reality of 
death – or had she done this in the days gone by when she was in so much 
suffering at home? Was it just us, suffering from having so little time to 
come to grips with her certain pending death? Clare kept up our spirits 
– in a literal sense too. We brought in gin and tonic one evening and 
poured drinks for everyone. Clare sipped too, while we drew up rosters 
to ensure that Clare had company round the clock. A day or so later, 
we urged that she be transferred to the public ward and abandon her 
private insurance so that she would have 24-hour access to doctors for 
pain relief as required. Reliance on a specialist medical practitioner in 
a private hospital might work well for a broken leg, but I knew that only 
the public system had medical teams to deal adequately with serious and 
complex medical conditions. It was the right move.

Within another day or two, Clare was skin and bones; her stomach had 
filled up with fluid and new pains developed every day. She required 
increased doses of morphine. Doug stayed overnight at the hospital, every 
night except once when an ex-boyfriend of Clare’s flew in from interstate 
and stayed overnight instead. Her children, Rachael, Steve and Charlie, 
did the same, bedding down in the waiting room. They suffered badly. 
Their father and his wife came from Sydney to see Clare and support their 
distraught children. Clare was joyous that she lived to see Steve’s firstborn, 
Ben, her first grandchild.

Too many people wanted to see Clare and the stimulation was too much 
for her. She tried to engage with them through a cloud of morphine. 
We  all wanted to be needed. I tried too hard to be practical, offering 
advice about treatment options, and it was altogether too much for her 
and she said so. Cecily struggled to cope. She missed visiting only one day 
when it became too much for her. However, Cecily played the valuable 
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role as postbox, communicating with everyone and looking after their 
needs, despite her own immense suffering. Our father just sat around, 
wanting to be there, saying little.

Meredith and I managed our work commitments as best we could. 
Meredith was deputy vice-chancellor of the University of Canberra at the 
time. She travelled between the university and Calvary Hospital to fit in 
two to three visits a day. I drove between my farm, my barristers’ chambers 
in the city and the hospital, and tried to meet commitments to hear cases 
scheduled to come before me on an administrative appeals tribunal. 
The family worked well as a team, powerless and deeply distressed at the 
prospect of the loss of Clare.

My children suffered from afar, keeping in touch with us by phone. They 
both then lived in Tasmania. Cassandra and her older sister, Amanda, 
were orphaned when they were just six and seven respectively when my 
then husband Dan and I took over their care. Clare had known their 
natural parents and the plight they faced in the knowledge that the father 
had a short life-expectancy. When, unexpectedly, the children’s mother 
died, leaving the two little girls in the care of their unwell father, he had 
urged Clare to find foster parents for them after his death. Amanda and 
Cassandra had a special bond with Clare.

Lying in her hospital bed, Clare kept her sense of humour and encouraged 
us to engage with it. She laughed recalling past memories. She made 
amusing, sometimes caustic, observations about the medical team and 
others around her. Each of us, after spending time with her, shared her 
priceless words with others when we returned to the waiting room. As sick 
as Clare was, one or other of us was there to accompany her and her 
drains and morphine drip to the balcony several times a day and during 
the night for her much-needed cigarette. On these occasions, she was at 
her most amusing. It was not the time to urge her to give up her smokes.

Treatment options were limited. No one knew what sort of cancer she had, 
only that she was now suffering from extreme irritation to her stomach 
lining. She received conflicting advice from two specialists, an oncologist 
brought in when her dire condition was apparent and the other a palliative 
care doctor. She asked that both be present together and air the opinions 
in front of her so that she could assess the pros and cons. The two male 
medicos stood at the end of her bed and exchanged their points of view. 
Clare listened and when they appeared to find common ground, she 
rolled her hands in a ‘wrapping up’ motion and asked: ‘Have we reached 
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a  consensus?’ They  had. Chemotherapy could be tried in an effort to 
stall the spread of cancer. However, within days, it became apparent that 
palliative care was the only realistic option. Then, a decision was made that, 
for her comfort, fluid from her stomach should be tapped. The entry of a 
drain was likely to cause infection and lead to a quicker death. She accepted 
the drain knowing she might not make it to a palliative care facility. Her 
stomach was drained regularly and by 22 August it was clear that Clare 
was fading fast. She retained her amazing spirit. She asked that I work with 
her with pen and pad in hand, to take notes, fill in forms and not leave 
anything about her estate to chance after she died. She delegated to others 
too, ensuring that all her affairs were in order and that her consultative work 
was handed on to appropriate experts. Meredith and Doug had set off to 
inspect Clare Holland House hospice for Clare. They returned to hospital 
to find Clare vomiting.

Clare died the next day. She was 55. Cecily was suffering beyond what 
she could cope with. Robert had a minor operation scheduled for the 
day following Clare’s death. Cecily had to be there for him. A week on, 
Meredith’s journal records the state of dysfunction most of us were in. She 
wrote of Clare’s death, of her own daughter and one of Clare’s not being 
well, of Cecily being ‘a wreck’ and of John ‘soldiering through’. At  the 
same time, when she needed him most, Meredith’s man had let her down 
by returning to be with his former partner.

Clare had a huge intellect, a forceful personality, sometimes difficult to 
converse with if your views did not exactly coincide, and had become well-
known and much loved by feminists and others for her internationally 
acclaimed work on gender equity in the workforce. Her doctoral thesis 
was published in 1995 as Subordination: Feminism and Social Theory – 
a History of Ideas and was, according to (Dame) Quentin Bryce, later 
governor-general, an ‘acclaimed’ text. Bryce said:

Clare wanted to change the world, and she did.

She did so through her extraordinary contribution to the 
Women’s Movement and in particular to women’s employment 
opportunities and experiences.

Clare was digging deeper and deeper into where gender bias is 
located.1

1  Quentin Bryce, ‘Burton, Clare (1942–1998)’, Obituaries Australia, accessed 10 April 2021, 
oa.anu.edu.au/obituary/burton-clare-1373.

http://oa.anu.edu.au/obituary/burton-clare-1373
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Clare as we remember her.
Source: Family collection.
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Clare’s contribution to gender equity and a better world has lived on 
through her work. She co-authored Women’s Worth: Pay Equity and Job 
Evaluation (1987) and wrote The Promise and the Price (1991). Annual 
lectures on gender equity take place in her name, ANU has a scholastic 
award in her name, and a street in the Canberra suburb of Franklin is 
named Clare Burton Crescent.

Clare asked that her memorial service take place at the Methodist 
National Memorial Church in Forrest. Her request surprised us. We had 
all attended that church from time to time, and Meredith and Clive were 
married there. However, we were atheists so we were not into church-
based worshipping. We planned a service for family and friends and chose 
those to speak and reminisce about Clare, including Quentin Bryce. 
On  arriving at the church, we were overwhelmed to find a crowded 
quadrangle of people: women and men, from all over, who came to 
farewell Clare. On entering the church, there was a large feminist banner 
at the front behind which people were to speak.

It was wonderful to see the esteem in which Clare was held by so many, but 
sad at the time – particularly for her children – to have the quiet service 
turn into a large public event with many unscheduled speakers wanting 
to participate. Perhaps even more sad for me and Meredith and probably 
our parents is how little we knew about the changes she made to so many 
lives. We were inundated with letters and emails, and we read obituaries, 
from all of which we learned more about Clare and her work. We owned 
copies of her books, and knew about the consultancies she undertook 
in Australia and New Zealand to rid the defence forces, universities and 
elsewhere of gender inequality, but we did not engage enough with Clare 
about her work and achievements. Why? Partly because she had lived 
away for so long until her move to Canberra a few years before her death, 
but often because emotional baggage from our family life caused us to 
fear that robust discussion of political or feminist issues might turn into 
emotional brawls that would end in tears – hers and mine, in particular.

There is no doubt that Clare experienced a deal of unhappiness in the 
last year or so of her life. None of us had an inkling of her relationship 
breakdown before she separated from Geoff, except for Cecily who Clare 
had being seeing for months about it. Geoff, who had left his Queensland 
home and job to live with Clare, was devastated at her change of heart. 
He felt that he had been given no warning that she was unhappy living 
with him, other than an awareness that her outbursts of anger had 
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increased. We now know that Clare was ill, very ill, and that she had 
received inappropriate medication from her doctor for pain relief for 
various inadequately diagnosed symptoms. It is enough to account for her 
unhappiness and apparent erratic behaviour.

When Clare died, Cecily told us that she felt they had never ‘reconciled’. 
That puzzled me. I had seen the genuine warmth with which Clare spoke 
to Cecily of her love and gratitude in those last days as she lay dying in 
hospital. It was hard to get Cecily to articulate why she felt this way, other 
than to say that she believed they had not come to any true understanding. 
Just as Cecily felt that she and her own mother had never reconciled before 
her mother died, she felt with Clare that a rift that had developed between 
them had never closed. That disturbed Cecily deeply. Cecily did not want 
a photo of Clare to have in her home. She said that having a photo of 
smiling faces reflected nothing of the real person. ‘They don’t speak to 
me, as people present do.’ It seemed the pain and hurt was far too great. 
Then, Cecily’s spiritualism, in all likelihood, allowed her to carry Clare in 
her heart and to remember her as a daughter she truly loved.

John’s relationship with Clare was fraught. A love–hate one? Love, yes, 
and of course not hate in the real sense, but close at times. I can see now 
that Clare was unhappy at home as a teen. She and John’s past issues 
never resolved. As an adult, Clare challenged and argued with him about 
feminist issues about which he had limited understanding given the 
culture in which he grew up and worked. This, despite the fact that we 
grew up with no suggestion that women were restricted in their career 
choices, or enjoyment of lifestyle, by reason of gender.

Clare’s death affected John deeply. He appeared to cope at age 83 with Betty 
by his side. However, a view I caught of him as I passed by their bedroom 
in the hallway of their house distressed me. He was alone, doubled over, 
head in his hands, kneeling on the floor, weeping. I had never seen him cry 
before, and never since. The loss of Clare let loose feelings that I had never 
experienced before either. It caused me to look back at how Cecily might 
have felt in December 1982, when her younger sister died of cancer – Pam, 
who Cecily loved very much. To lose a sister is heart-rending, but being her 
younger sister and one she was close to must have come as a terrible shock 
and affected Cecily profoundly. Did Robert, or any of us children, fully 
appreciate the ongoing grief and sense of loss that must have accompanied 
that event? Then, she suffered the death of her daughter. It left her, as it did 
the whole family, in the depths of sadness and despair.
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